INTRODUCTION
Casual deviations of objects' parameters values from their average value are enough widespread in nature and technique and have the general name -fluctuations: that is the average annual fluctuations of atmospheric pressure, and tension variations of the geomagnetic field of Earth, and chaotic changes of voltage at the output of electronic amplifier without input signal. Often in a technique as a synonym of fluctuations it is used the term noises. One of the main parameters that can be used for comparing different fluctuation processes is an energy spectrum of fluctuations ) ( f S . In many cases the causes of fluctuations or noises are known. For example, the cause of thermal noises in electronic devices is the chaotic motion of charge carriers the average speed of which is proportional the element's temperature. However the causes of appearing of some fluctuations are under discussions for today. The fluctuations with energy spectrum f f S 1 ) ( belong to such fluctuations. In technique the noise with such spectrum is called flicker-noise (FN). In this paper the authors give explanation why spectrum of fluctuations f 1 is widespread in nature and technique based on theoretical and experimental investigations [1] . They prove their statements by the results of computer modeling; also they explain the dependence of FN in metals and semiconductors on their resistivity.
II. FLUCTUATION SPECTRUM IN DISBALANCED SYSTEMS
In [1] based on presented theoretical considerations authors suppose that the cause of appearing of fluctuations of flicker type in different systems is their thermodynamic disbalanced state. Formula for energy spectrum of fluctuations in disbalanced systems:
where S P (f) -energy spectrum of fluctuations in the system that is in balanced state ( const S f S P = = 0 ) ( , for electric systems S P (f) equals the power of thermal noise), H Pprobability of appearing of fluctuations in the non-equilibrium system, ) ( f S H -energy spectrum of fluctuations in the nonequilibrium system.
Obtained expression for probability of fluctuations in the non-equilibrium system from [1] is:
where τ -relaxation time of the system; f -frequency of fluctuations; On medium and high frequencies (
From (3) it is seen that flicker component appears in fluctuation spectrum.
It is worth mentioning that formula of energy spectrum of fluctuations (3) does not depend on the system: it can be technical system, biological, geological or other real (disbalanced) systems. That is the appearing of fluctuations with spectrum 1/f in nature and technique is explained by the fact that real systems are in disbalanced state and energy spectrum of fluctuations of such systems is described by (3 
Fig. 1. Changes of values of dynamic variable S(t) as function of time
Next in defining of energy spectrum ) ( f S it does not matter what natural process or phenomena is described by dynamical variable ) (t S ; it means that ) (t S on Fig. 1 is an abstract value that can present any processes which happen in real systemsystem that is in non-equilibrium state and energy spectrum of such systems changes according to the equation f f S 1 ) ( and can be calculated according to (3) .
III. COMPUTER SIMULATION OF FLICKER NOISE
In order to prove the conclusion that spectrum of 1/f type appears in disbalanced systems the experiments were performed based on mathematical model of chaotic motion of elementary particles in 2-dimention system -flat rectangle with proportion of walls 1:2 in which it is possible to place inner barriers that are obstacles for particles; these barriers imitate the structure of investigated object. Elementary particles in this case -it is balls the geometry size of which is much smaller than the size of rectangle (imitation of molecules, atoms or elementary particles). During chaotic motion of elementary particles across the area of rectangle they push off elastically from the walls of rectangle and vertical barriers. During defined time t after defined intervals of time t Δ it is calculated the amount of elementary particles that touched right and left walls of the rectangle and their difference n Δ is calculated. The amount of such n Δ during time t is defined as
On Fig.2 it is presented the fluctuations of values n Δ during time t. Energy spectrum of such fluctuation process was defined using autocorrelation function.
Absence of barriers in the rectangle imitates the system in balanced state -the probability of place of any elementary particle in any point of rectangle is the same. On Fig.3 it is presented the rectangle without barriers and energy spectrum of chaotic motion of particles. Such model proves the statement: energy spectrum of fluctuations in the system that is in balanced state is the same in all investigated range of frequencies (
Hz. Presence of barrier with the hole imitates the system that is in disbalanced state -the probability of place of any elementary particle in any point of rectangle is different. On fig.4 it is presented the rectangle with the barrier that has a hole and energy spectrum of chaotic motion of particles. Comparison of Fig.5 and Fig.4 can mean that energy spectrum of fluctuations in the system that is closer to balanced state (Fig.5) has smaller flicker component of spectrum than the system that is further from the balanced state.
Thus the results of presented modeling prove the appearance of flicker component of energy spectrum of fluctuations in the systems that are in disbalanced state and the analytical formula for ) ( f S H is as in (3). The results of modeling showed the dependence of flicker component of energy spectrum on the peculiarities of inner structure of investigated system. On Fig.6 . it is presented the equal disposition of barriers in the rectangle and the correspondent energy spectrum for such structure. Comparison of spectrums on Fig.6 and Fig.7 demonstrates that flicker-component of energy spectrum is smaller in the system whose inner elements have bigger order (system is closer to the balanced state). Modeling results presented on Fig.6 and Fig.7 explain the difference between energy spectrum of noises on low frequencies in two equal investigated objects: their inner structure is nonidentical [2] (that influences on value τ from (3) ). Experimentally found tendency of diminishing of FN level in metals and semiconductors with diminishing of their resistivity [3] can be explained by formula for the energy spectrum of fluctuations (3). It is known that resistivity of metals ρ depends on the concentration of free electrons N and the length of their free run l and on the amount and type of defects of crystalline grate of metal, in other words from the inner structure of metal: and taking into account (3) we will come to the confirmation of experimental results that FN is less in those metals resistivity of which
is less
) . However such conclusion should be treated only as general one because for every investigated example there is its own defined inner structure and defined value τ . Therefore in some cases depending on amount and type of defects of inner structure of investigated object (depending on e τ ) FN can be bigger in investigated metal examples with less ρ and vice versa.
In semiconductors resistivity is determined by mobility of charge carriers μ, which depends on time of free run of charge ) so during the analysis of FN in semiconductors using (3) we will come to the final general conclusion that level of FN in semiconductors is proportional to their resistivity. Because of non-identical inner structure of investigated semiconductor (because of different value
the level of its FN will be different. Thus the difference between energy spectrums of noises on low frequencies for two identical investigated examples is not caused by different sources of FN but by their non-identical inner structure that affects on value τ .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Flicker-noise is the reflection of processes which cannot be characterized as casual. In general the problem is how retrieve the information about state and dynamic of the system from group of signals S(t), how predict its future behavior. From the point of view of theory of information any physical character of oscillating process energy spectrum of which is in form of "white" noise does not contain any information. Such process corresponds to the boundary state of system -balanced state. The only one information parameter of such process that can be found by its energy spectrum S(f) is the temperature of the system T which characterizes the amount of stored energy in system. As the energy spectrums of real processes look like FN and information parameter of such spectrums (except temperature T) is relaxation time τ which depends on the inner system structure so such spectrums are more informational saturated. Using relaxation time τ that is found using energy spectrum S(f) and its change it is possible to make a conclusion about the state of structure of real system and its evolution. Also using τ it can be found the quantity of energy that stored in the system structure (e.g. energy of inner tensions). In some cases it is useful to find such energy as it gives the information about the examined system state before its destruction. The fact of being widespread of fluctuations with energy spectrum of f 1 in nature and technique is the reflection of fact that real systems (biological, chemical, technical etc.) are in disbalanced state and studying of such fluctuations is stimulated because of their informational saturation.
